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Abstract 
 Nowadays, due to the rapid growth of the technology, more and more applications are 
being developed, every day, not only for desktops but also for mobiles (smartphones), 
which are the state-of-the-art platforms, used by common people in a daily base. To be 
more precise, we can find a huge amount of new mobile applications published every day 
in the certified stores (Google Play Store, Apple App Store, Windows Store). 
 Individual developers or those who are working for companies, need to spend much 
valuable time, trying to breakdown the requirements, adapt designs, manage the project 
structure, and finally start developing a new desktop or mobile application. This time 
could be reduced by reusing either main fundamental components or more specific ones 
from other applications developed by the same or other developers, based on the same 
programming language, and also based on the same structure architecture and patterns. 
Having said that mobile platforms are the most popular in the general public, we have 
chosen to work around this area. 
 In this thesis, we have analysed the value and the impact of code reuse in Greenfield 
application development, targeting the mobile sector. Having selected a specific 
application sub-domain, we have identified applications and analysed them so as to 
extract candidate reusable artefacts, through the Percerons Tool. The candidates for reuse 
have been stored in a repository, which has then been exploited to identify components 
that can be used for mobile applications development. 
 
 
 
Lampropoulos Alexandros 
21/07/2017 
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1 Introduction 
 The main objective of this dissertations, is to study and develop a mobile application 
with reusable code, by exploiting fundamental capabilities of code reuse. To be more 
precise, this thesis, will detailed describe the procedure of design a mobile application, 
from the analysis phase up-to the development. 
 During the design phase of the application there was a need of using Balsamiq [1] in 
order to create mock-ups. Those mock-ups, helped us to list all the remarkable 
components native and custom, in order to finally search with them for reusable code. 
The design phase is always less costly for changes so it is critical to create and exploit 
any valuable document, such as component, activity, flow and class diagrams. 
 In addition to our work, we used Percerons tool [2], which analysis Java projects, and 
create a repository of them, by targeting reusable components. Finally, Percerons tool 
give as the opportunity to search inside this repository through a web interface, and 
navigate between results with corresponding metrics and filters. 
 To do so, we needed a variety of projects, that would consist the repository. To be 
more precise, we would like to have as many projects as possible, targeting a specific 
domain, with state-of-the-art candidate features, that might be use full in our 
development. However, for creating a realistic environment, we use a small amount of 
open source projects (e.g. 20 projects), targeting a more general and abstract domain than 
the desired one. 
 We have to mention that; special modifications are needed in order to export Android 
projects and import them into the Percerons tool, for constructing the repository. An 
extended discussion about the detailed usage of Percerons tool have been written in the 
next chapters. 
 Thus, we could say that the searching of reusable code, is located after the analysis 
between the design and development phase, where we know well the desired impact, and 
also the change cost is small yet. Moreover, we used decision tables, in order to validate 
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the efficiency, advantages and disadvantages of each result. Decision tables, help us to 
keep a consistency between results, and fall-back to another decision with the lowest cost.  
 The mobile application, is developed and designed in Android studio 3.0 for Android 
operating system, over API 21(Lollipop), which is the start for the most interesting and 
crowdie versions of android platforms. 
 Having design and develop from scratch an Android application with the usage of 
reusable components, through the help of Percerons tool, we have to say that, this model 
of development, would benefit companies with a custom private repository of projects, 
that are targeting internal projects.  
 On the other hand, individual and small teams of developers, will develop a mobile 
application faster with the usage only of external reuse, through Google and custom 
libraries. For instance, it is much faster to google search a specific native or custom 
component rather than target projects and create a repository through Percerons, which is 
more efficient indeed, but also more useful for internal companies’ projects.  
 That is because, mobile application development, is rapidly developed and the main 
contributors provide newly updated components in short of time. Furthermore, the mobile 
community is huge, and provides tutorials, articles and playgrounds (GitHub projects), 
with each latest component. Thus, it is difficult to create a “static” repository of projects, 
that would satisfy not only the general needs of functionality and fulfil requirements, but 
also concepts like clean architecture, MVP, repository pattern, Room, RXJava2 etc. 
 The scenarios that have been chosen to work with, are as realistic as possible, 
capturing the needs and the requirements not only for individual developers but also for 
businesses. Thus, in the case study of this dissertation, we see a detailed review, of tools 
that have been used, along with tips and shortcuts, in order to avoid struggled procedures. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Clean architecture 
 All software projects, regardless of the programming language that developers use, 
the main domain of the application, the IDE used to develop along with other factors, 
have a main structure. This structure, might be followed by a large community of 
developers, like a trend, or by a smaller group of people. Moreover, a developer, might 
use his own ideas, or follow base guidelines by adding also, or not, his point of view. 
 Nowadays, more and more developers, along with the Companies, trying to develop 
projects, followed by base guidelines, in order to achieve a common structure, that would 
be easy to read and maintain (open to extensions), by other developers. This goal, is very 
nice to achieve, and opens many opportunities, for better developing. 
 As Robert C. Martin, notes on his book Clean Architecture, “The goal of software 
architecture is to minimize the human resources required to build and maintain the 
required system”. By analyzing the objectives of a project separately, and develop each 
part of those, in a sandbox, by using only necessary communications, we could achieve 
easier design and developing, along with cost and time reduce, not only in the inception 
and design phase, but also in further steps. 
 The main objective, that most of the developer communities and software 
infrastructures, trying to achieve, is to implement clean architecture, to their projects. 
That, would make the projects, readable and maintainable, not only from the lead 
developer, but also from other potential developers, that might engage to the development 
of the project. 
 Clean architecture, is a trend of code structure, consist of separated areas, which its 
main target is to keep those sectors, well formatted, and connected with each other, 
through a specific model. For instance, each part will handle only one domain (e.g. the 
model of the app), and it will communicate with only another one, with a close domain 
etc. 
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Figure 1 - Clean Architecture 
 As we can see to the picture above (Figure 1), we have separated sectors, designed 
such a way to avoid unnecessary communication with other layers. The inner layers 
should not know anything about the outer layers. The circles represent different software 
areas, where the outer circles are mechanisms and the inner ones are policies (business, 
use case). So, by using clean architecture, in our project we need to separate the following 
domains: 
 
• Business rules, 
• Application use cases, 
• Controllers / adapters, 
• User Interface 
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 Thus, developers and industries, that would like to follow clean architecture, for 
developing their projects, might be enhanced with benefits, such as, maintainability and 
extendibility, along with better and faster design, readable code, and best practices 
applied such as unit testing, reduce the cost for changes in the future phases etc. For 
instance, change business logic, should affect only the corresponding layer, and the time 
to implement along with the cost, could be reduced, instead of making general changes, 
in another architecture. 
 Having said that, clean architecture could be used in every project independent of the 
language or the project, we could have this structure in mobile applications too, like 
Android and iOS projects.  
 However, clean architecture provides the general rules, to start with, we could find 
modified sectors and areas, for each project or domain. To be more precise, on Android, 
nowadays developers are using Model-View-Presenter (MVP) pattern along with clean 
architecture, whereas in other cases we could find Model-View-Controller (MVC). In the 
following chapter, we take a look in the MVP pattern, and we see MVP in action, 
implemented on the demo Movies Application developed, for the needs of this Thesis. 
 In an Android Application development, we could reference to the layers of clean 
architecture, like the structure below: 
• Outer layer 
o User Interface, Activities, Fragments along with other UI components 
likes RecyclerView implementation with adapters etc., 
o Storage, includes the implementation of handling data, in a database. 
This also covers the usage of “Room” abstraction layer above SQLite,   
o Network manager, here we reference to the implementation of Retrofit 
or Volley or okHttp etc. 
• Middle layer, connects the implementation with the business logic, 
o Presenters, handle Users’ interaction (e.g. clicks, gestures etc.), 
through callbacks from the UI, 
o Controllers, intermediate between model and UI.  
• Inner layer, core contains the models as plain java objects. 
o Business models, 
o Repositories, interfaces that interacts with model and data structure 
(DB, file, cache etc.) 
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 Projects with common structure, appear to be easier for adapting new code from each 
other. For instance, we could easy add new classes in the same structure. Moreover, if we 
have projects, based on clean architecture, we are benefit of the separated sectors. To be 
more precise, we could easy adapt a new functionality, business logic, a model, or a new 
UI, separately in each layer, without harm or modify any other layer of the circle. 
Furthermore, due to the large community that works with clean architecture, we might 
manage to create a repository with a variety of those projects (common clean 
architecture), and exploit them by reusing code, either in old or entire new one 
application. [3,4,5]  
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2.2 MVP Pattern 
 In the previous chapter, we talked about clean architecture in projects. As have been 
already said, it is a good practice for the community to develop applications, with a 
common structure, in order to make projects maintainable (open to extensions), and also 
keep components functional separated, for opening future reusability opportunities. 
 Model-View-Presenter (MVP) structure, is a new common trend, and can be 
combined with clean architecture, that is being used mostly by Android developers. To 
be more precise, MVP is a modified structure, based on Model-View-Controller (MVC), 
which is made specific to suits on Android projects. Due to the fact that, in Android world 
most developers use MVP pattern along with clean architecture, so do we in our Movies 
Project, we are referring the combination of them as Model-View-Presenter architecture, 
in the rest of this Thesis. 
 
 
Figure 2, MVC vs MVP 
 In the image above (Figure 2), we could see the differences between MVC and MVP 
structures. The main distinction is that “View” component, is not communicate directly 
with the “Model” but only within the “Presenter”. So, the “Presenter” is the intermediate 
layer which unions, the “View” and “Model”, independent entities. 
 But, why we need this distinction of entities; In Android development, programmers 
are facing issues, with high coupling between data, activities (Views) and business logic. 
This, problem arises when developers, aren’t using any common clean architecture to 
separate those entities. Thus, for an application to be easily extensible, maintainable with 
reusable components, we need to define well distinct layers. 
 As have been said, keeping separated the main areas of a project, and creating single 
communication channels between them, makes the project maintainable. Furthermore, 
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we could re-use, a component of a well-structured project, in another application, by 
exploiting clean architecture features, such as reducing the high coupling between them 
entities. With MVP, we divide the application in three different layers, which are easy to 
be tested separately. Moreover, we are able to take most of the business and algorithm 
logic out of the Views (activities, fragments etc.), in order to test them without User 
Interface tests. [6,7] 
 
Figure 3, Model-View-Presenter 
 Let’s have, a closest loot at the MVP pattern, which is the main structure that have 
been used to develop the “Movies” Android application. As we can see to the image 
below (Figure 3), we could analyse the distinct areas and some features of those: 
• “View” contains the User Interface components of the application, such as 
Fragments, Activities. Here, we handle the user interaction like clicks and 
gestures and communication with the presenter. 
• “Presenter”, is an intermediate entity, between View and Model. Presenter is 
responsible, for computing and handling the main functionality of the View. 
• The relationship between “View” and “Presenter” is one-to-one. 
• “Model”, as the name of the entity indicates, it contains Plain Java Objects, 
Database etc. 
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• The communication between “View” and “Presenter” is established by a 
“Contract” which contains two interfaces. To be more precise, the View-Interface, 
and the Presenter-Interface are implemented by them respectively. 
• For the communication between “Presenter” and “Model”, some implementation 
uses another interface like “Contract”, however have used the Repository Pattern 
and we are going to further analyse it, in the next chapter. 
 
 In conclusion, separating and distinct User Interface from business logic and 
computations, in Android is neither easy nor straight forward, however the 
implementation of Model-View-Presenter architecture, give a common structure in order 
to start achieving those goals, such as preventing Views (activities, fragments etc.) to be 
consist of enormous amount of code, with high coupling. Those, clean architecture 
patterns, are essential most on big projects, in order to achieve maintainability and 
extendibility. [8,9,10]  
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2.3 Reactive Programming 
 Reactive programming, is an asynchronous and event-based programming 
computation, enhanced with observable data streams. Reactive programming is available 
in most of the languages like Swift, Java through ReactiveX project. ReactiveX is a 
combination of the Observer and Iterator pattern along with functional programming. 
 There is a variety of available useful RX methods like map, flatmap, filter, iterate etc. 
that we could occur in an Observable (or another alternative like Singe, Flowable etc.), 
and tracking it in a thread (main or a new thread), through a subscription. 
 In ReactiveX an observer subscribes to an Observable, and then that observer reacts 
to a single item or also a sequence of items that the Observable emits. Below we could 
see a general example of the Observables and transformation on them, through a Marble 
diagram (Figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 4, Marble Diagram 
 There is a lot of learning in the vast APIs of ReactiveX, however in our “Movies” 
project, we are using the enhanced features of reactive programming, through RxJava2 
along with Observables, Disposables etc. and lambdas expressions, used for making our 
life easier and better and for tasting the power of reactive programming. [11,12,13] 
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2.4 Room 
 “Room”, is the state-of-the-art Google’s solution for handling data through SQLite. 
To be more precise, Room is a persistence library which provides an abstract layer above 
SQLite, in order to eliminate the boilerplate code. For instance, we can easily convert the 
data of SQLite tables into Java Objects. In addition, Room provides a pagination handing 
in the results of the queries, which is not only a nice-to-have feature but also a mandatory 
one for supporting nowadays requirements, and huge amounts of data through the web. 
 Android “Room” provided and supported by Google through the newest architecture 
components (now in stable version), along with Lifecycles, LiveData and ViewModel. 
Architecture components have designed in order to help developers design robust, 
testable, maintainable applications, manage the lifecycle of User Interface components 
and also handle data persistence. Furthermore, Room comes with compile time checks pf 
SQLite queries and it can return query results through RxJava, Flowables or LiveData 
observables. 
 Google firstly present Android Architecture components, in the last I/O 2017, and 
developers were free to interact and test the alpha and beta versions of them in real 
projects. However, recently Google released the stable version of Architecture 
Components, so we could use them without any concern of pre-release versions stability. 
 In our “Movies” application we have used Room architecture component, in order to 
start interacting and manage to master the enhanced features and capabilities to persist 
and handle data. More specifically, we used Room to create a database to satisfy our 
requirement of managing favourite movies. Moreover, we used Room along with 
Repository Pattern for a more abstract implementation and better structure, which help us 
to provide clean and maintainable code, with standalone components for reusability. The 
Repository Pattern will be further described in the next chapter. [14,15,16] 
 The structure of the android database, based on room implementation, of this case 
study is minimal in order to keep as simple requirements as possible and concentrate to 
the general goal of code reuse. 
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2.5 Repository Pattern 
 As have been already discussed, in the previous chapters, we have used Repository 
Pattern in our “Movies” application, to handle the data from the APIs through the 
corresponding requests, and also manage the persist data with Room. We have talked and 
analyse Room Architecture Component in the previous chapter. 
 In the concept of clean architecture and more specific MVP structure, which is used 
for a huge community in the Android Development world, as have been said in the 
previous chapters. We could enhance those features by using the logic of the repository 
pattern. This would help the programmers to develop a clean structure application with 
distinct components having one responsibility to be maintainable, extendable and 
reusable. 
 
 
Figure 5, Repository Pattern 
 The image above (Figure 5) describes the main functionality of Repository Pattern. 
To be more precise, the specific example contains the Repository Interface and 
Implementation as separated entities in order to achieve more efficient tests. However, in 
our “Movies” application the Repository entity is used as it is to handle the data, without 
any further distinction. Repository could handle any storage, like database (SQLite) with 
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or without the Room abstraction layer, file (internal or external) storage, cache etc. Here, 
we have to say that, a repository interface improves the code testability, however in our 
case study we use abstraction to exploit fundamental functionalities. 
 But how it really works; The repository is responsible to return the corresponding 
data. Those data might be local in some scenarios (update data every long period of time), 
or in a case of no internet connection. Otherwise, we might ask Repository to fetch fresh 
data directly from an API. Fresh data, will first be stored locally in the specific data 
structure, in order to replace the old local ones, and then refreshed-local data will be 
served. [17,18] 
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 To better describe the main functionality of Repository Pattern, we have created an 
Activity diagram (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6, Repository Pattern  
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Figure 7, Repository Pattern - MVP 
 As we can see in the picture above (Figure 7), the Repository entity is connected only 
with the Presenter, in order to satisfy the Model-View-Presenter architecture. The 
“Presenter” handles the business logic along with the computation algorithms, and 
manage (modify, show, present to view) the data of the “Model” when it needs. So, in the 
specific example of the Repository Pattern, the “Presenter” asks the Repository to get the 
required data, without knowing if those are fresh (new fetch from the API), or local 
(stored before) in a storage. 
 We could see how Repository Pattern could be adapted from the MVP structure, in 
order to satisfy the clean architecture rules, like creating components with singe 
responsibility, and keeping separated from each other inside a sandbox with minimum 
coupling. [19]  
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2.6 Dependency Injection 
 Dependency Injection (DI) is a useful pattern, that can be applied in most of the 
programming languages such Java, which make it available to use it in Android 
Development. To be more precise, this pattern creates modules, which provide objects 
(might be singleton) and make them available to the whole project, or in specific classes 
depending on the scope. 
Generally, DI helps to decouple our classes from the construction of its’ dependencies, 
makes the code cleaner easier to maintained, modified, read. 
 Why DI is useful; Looking from the programmers’ scope and view, we could say that 
Dependency Injection pattern could address many issues. In projects, there are always, 
some Services, Managers, Databases and structure of vital objects, that should be used in 
most of the application lifecycle. In Android development, in order to pass those 
necessary entities, we need to load the intents with huge Parcelable data, which leads to 
a bad performance of the application, long time to parse data, overload memory etc. 
 However, the benefits of Dependency Injection, we have to use it carefully and in 
specific cases, in order not overload the memory from the beginning of the application. 
For example, we have to use DI only to objects and entities that are mostly used from 
many classes. We couldn’t keep a class available from the start of the application’s 
lifecycle and exploit it only from one other class or functionality. Moreover, for a better 
approach, DI depending on the language, provides Scopes in order to specifically create 
and maintain an object according to an exact functionality’s lifecycle (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8, Dependency Injection Pattern 
 There are many libraries, that provide the Dependency Injection functionality, which 
are fast and preferred to be used, in order to avoid reinventing the wheel. For instance, in 
our “Movies” project we have implement Dependency Injection (DI) through the Dagger 
2 library, which is very popular in the Android community, with a lot of support and 
implementation guides. However, Scopes for DI are supported in Android, we currently 
used only the application scope, which suits to our needs. [20,21,22]  
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2.7 Code Reuse 
 From the begging of programming developers, trying to reuse components of existing 
projects and applications, in order to reduce the final development time along with the 
product cost. By reducing the total amount of development time, all the stakeholders 
related with the project are satisfied. One of the most common practices to achieve this 
main goal, is the code reusability. 
 Code reuse, aims not only to save time but also resources and minimize the redundant 
code, by exploiting assets and components that have been already developed, not only in 
the specific project but also in others. Code reusability, defines the methodology that you 
can use similar code functionality without rewriting it, in many components and 
functionalities inside a project. 
 But how is it possible to reuse components from other projects; As have been already 
discussed in the precious chapters, projects designed with common structure, and 
moreover with the principles of clean architecture, could easily take advantage of their 
components. The most understandable case where we need to reuse code, is the usage of 
utilities in our project. For example, imagine a programmer who develop application in a 
language X (Swift, Java, Dot.net etc.), he/she is going to write code utilities that are 
common in most of the projects for the specific language regardless the domain of the 
application. Those classes, will be used again and again, either with some changes or with 
some enhancements, in other projects. 
 Furthermore, developers might want to use abstraction to one project, and create 
reusable components, that are needed inside the same project. The code reusability, in the 
level of a project is essential, to reduce time to develop, line of codes, and keep a uniform 
and maintainable result. Developers should avoid the usage of different implementations 
for the same functionality in the same project. This might occur maintenance problems, 
when a change (bug, or requirement change) to the specific functionality should be done. 
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Figure 9, Code Reuse - DILBERT © 1996 Scott Adams. 
 Despite those cases, we have to manage write reusable code, for as many as possible 
components and functionalities, in the applications, that might be domain specific this 
time. This could be achieved by using common architecture to the projects, along with 
designed patterns followed be design principles. To be more precise, by using a common 
project structure, in a community or a company other developers might find easily which 
component need to reuse if exists. For instance, IT companies should use the same rules 
for developing their products, in order to achieve high reusability of components and 
functionality. 
 Thus, in order to achieve, better code reusability we need to develop applications with 
common structure, clean projects with distinct components and one-responsibility each, 
and low coupling between them. In the previous chapters, we analysed some patterns and 
rules that we should apply to accomplish that, with a closest look to Android 
development. 
 On the other hand, for the goal of developing reusable software, it’s a common 
mistake to abuse the usage of abstraction, which have a negative impact. For instance, 
this could lead to unnecessary high complexity, and the product will be too complicated 
to use. 
 But who will search for the potential reusable code; There are many useful answers 
in websites like StackOverflow [38], Medium [41] articles with full examples and 
tutorials for whatever we are looking for, that would help us solve our problems and 
“reuse” code from example or GitHub [39]. However, nowadays, developers don’t need 
search alone in other internal projects or on GitHub, there are tools for searching between 
projects and find not only the class with some functionality but also analysing whole 
projects, and provide a completely solution with all the corresponding dependencies that 
will need to include along with the reusable functionality. In the next chapter, we will 
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talk about the “Percerons” project, which is one of those tools which analyses projects, 
and provides a whole repository with the functionality (User Interface) of searching inside 
with specific criteria. [25,26] 
2.8 Types of Code Reuse 
 Having discussed about code reuse, it is time to study the different types of code 
reusability. First of all, taking into account motivation factors reuse can be either 
opportunistic or planned. 
 In a level of company or in a team project, developers realize and could take the 
opportunity to reuse components from other projects, dedicated to general or specific 
functionality in order to fulfil the requirements of their application. This type of reuse, is 
called opportunistic, and developers could take the opportunity to work with reusable 
code, when they start a new project.  
 On the other hand, a team could start developing a new project, by implementing and 
design features, that would be reusable in future projects. For instance, developers can 
take from the begging, the decision to design and develop a project with reusable 
components, taking into account the project structure, design patterns and common 
solutions, that are mostly used from the organization (company or a small team). Those 
reusable components could be used, in other projects through the opportunistic type, that 
have been previously analysed. This type of reuse, is called planned, where the team is 
planning to develop an application or project, by creating reusable components. 
 Furthermore, we can categorise code reuse, into internal and external. To be more 
precise, internal reuse is applied between team or company projects, whereas in the 
external reuse we use open source third-party components with the corresponding licence.  
 Inside a small team, or a company, internal projects with common domain, 
architecture, common patterns and solutions, might be reused in new applications. We 
could say that internal reuse, is much easier to achieve and efficient, due to the common 
rules that are applied in an internal environment. For example, developers have the know-
how, to find a specific component and adapt it to a new project, because project structure 
and architecture are mostly the same. Furthermore, internal projects, have been also been 
written under specific circumstances, business decisions, and with security measures 
(ISO etc.).  
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 So, why we need external projects; However, internal reuse is much easier to achieve, 
there is always the need to use components from open source projects, either as external 
libraries, that will satisfy the current needs, or as external code reuse. External 
components in most cases could help developers achieve their goals faster than 
reinventing the wheel. Despite of, internal reuse is preferable than external, in most cases 
there is a need to search in vast see of open source projects, to find a suitable solution. 
Bear in mind, that adapting an external component, in a project need a lot of time to 
understand the usage and migrate it. 
 Moreover, software libraries, and design patterns are considered as code reuse. 
Patterns are common solutions that need some modifications to be adapted in a project, 
but general abstract classes and interfaces are used as it is. External libraries are very 
common to be used in applications (specially in Android development), they are plug and 
play with useful documentation, providing a complete independent solution. 
 In our Movies project, we have the requirement to create a project with reusable 
components, so we take the opportunity to build it in this way (opportunistic reuse), and 
we have also planned to make new components reusable for future projects (planned 
reuse). We haven’t applied internal reuse, due to the fact that this is our first project. Thus, 
we have used external reuse only, from open source components (GIT projects), having 
scoped Movies as a specific domain of our open source application search. Also, external 
libraries are used to satisfy common needs, and will be analysed more. The detailed 
procedure, of searching applications, along with the chosen ones, will be further discussed 
in the next chapters. [23]  
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2.9 Percerons 
 As we have been already seen, in the previous chapters, we need a large set of 
projects, in our study Android applications, in order to analyse them and exploit reusable 
components. For achieving that we need to collect projects according to our needs, and 
try find useful components of code to reuse them. On the other hand, there are tools that 
could help us split projects into useful components.  
 In this chapter, we are going to analyse, and have a closer view to the Percerons tool, 
which we have used to help us complete our Movies Project, with the functionality 
creating a repository of reusable components and the ability to search inside this set of 
data. 
 Percerons tool, is consisted by two items, the client and the web interface. The 
Percerons client is an executable file supported from Windows operating system, and 
provides the ability analyse (code reusability and design patterns) and store JAR files into 
a local or an external database concreted of SQL. This client has a simple and minimal 
interface easy to use for covering the needs. Below we analyse the screens of Percerons 
Client. 
1. Configure database, and save settings (optional, fast for later usage), and then 
apply. In our case, we are working with XAMPP, so we apply localhost 
settings. (Figure 10) 
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Figure 10, Percerons Client - configure database 
2. Configure the project name, create/choose domain and subdomain. Bear in 
mind that, in the download version that we are using, Domain/Subdomain 
functionalities are not used as promised, so we haven’t categorised our 
projects as we intent from the beginning (use 1 domain/subdomain for all 
projects). (Figure 11) 
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Figure 11, Percerons Client - project configure 
3. Add the path of JAR file and perform static analysis. An extra tip here, is that 
this tool doesn’t accept space character inside the name of the JAR file 
(invalide_<space>_name.jar). 
4. Store results to the database when analysis is completed. 
 After following the specific procedure, for each project that we want to store into the 
repository, we could browse the produced database, or/and visit the Percerons site (locally 
in our case) to see the results through a user-friendly environment, and test the searching 
component. An instance of the database will be discussed in the next chapter, and now 
we will have a look in the Percerons web interface. 
 The other part of Percerons tool is the Web client, which is consist of a friendly 
interface, reachable through a browser. The Web client, provides the ability of searching 
between the built-in data set (repository), for a design pattern or a reusable component. 
The results are presented with some metrics, according to the search, in an easy-to-read 
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list. A user could see the details of the selected project, and visit the GIT link to download 
the source code. Below we have included some screen shots of the Web interface and the 
database. 
1. Visit Percerons site [2] (locally in our case), here we could find the main 
functionalities of this tool. (Figure 12) 
 
Figure 12, Percerons Web – main functionalities 
2. Search for reusable components, inside the produced repository. We apply a 
Dependency based search, along with the keyword, targeting the category and 
sub-category as filters. (Figure 13) 
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Figure 13, Percerons Web - search components 
3. Review the corresponding results. Here it’s the most difficult part, we need to 
validate and review those results, in order to find the most reliable and suitable 
to satisfy our requirements and fulfil our needs. Moreover, it is a good practice 
to order some of the reviewed results, in order to use them if the first choice 
is finally unreliable. A specific procedure about reviewing those results, have 
been discussed further in the next chapters. (Figure 14) 
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Figure 14, Percerons Web - search resuls 
 In our Thesis, we used both Percerons tools, the Windows Client for creating the 
corresponding repository with the open source projects, and the Web interface for 
searching between this data set. Both clients have been used locally, the Web interface 
and the SQL database has been setup through XAMPP for the needs of our Thesis. We 
are interested only for the code reuse, functionality so we use specific parameters to the 
Windows client for the analysis and specific criteria to our searches in the Web interface. 
A specific procedure has been followed in order to retrieve JAR files from Android 
projects, that will be further analysed in the following chapters. [27]  
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2.10 Repository 
 Having described Percerons tool in the previous chapter, we understood how it works. 
In this session, we are going to see a part of the repository that Percerons creates. The 
first job of the Percerons client is to perform analysis, to the provided project, and the 
store data. To be more precise, we will see below the steps of Percerons Windows Client 
procedure. 
 
1. Extracting binary files 
2. Calculating Class metrics 
3. Calculating Class dependencies 
4. Composing Packages 
5. Calculating Probability to Change 
6. Retrieving class descriptions 
7. Creating Component Candidates 
8. Detecting patterns 
9. Calculating Projects’ metrics 
10. Store data 
 
 The repository created is in SQL, we can check the connection between the client and 
the database easily through a provided interface. The result, is a repository consisted of 
open source projects (Android application in our case), which have been analysed and 
categorized by reusability and other metrics. 
 As have been discussed in the previous chapters, the difficulty either of external or 
internal code reuse, is the search between a set of projects, to first find reusable 
components and then try to find a specific case to satisfy the requirements. The 
knowledge that this repository, provides is very useful, for developers to search reusable 
components for a specific functionality. Below we can see a snippet from the produced 
database “depre”. The main structure, contains four primary tables (Figure 15) 
“android_classes”, “android_components”, “android_packages”, “android_projects”, 
where the corresponding analysed metrics and title of components have been stored 
(Figure 16). For the full SQL database see the attached files. [2] 
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Figure 15, database structure 
 
Figure 16, Android Projects table 
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3 Contribution 
3.1 Application Presentation 
 For the needs of this Thesis, we have developed a project, including state-of-the-art 
features and components of Android development such as Clean architecture, Model-
View-Presenter pattern, Repository pattern, Dependency Injection etc. Those features, 
are currently used by the majority of Android developers, and there is a vast 
documentation for each one, which make it possible to implement and understand how it 
works.  
 Furthermore, we have use external code reuse through libraries, such as RXJava2, 
Dagger 2, Room, Retrofit etc. We have detailed discuss about those components in other 
chapters. The main objective of the project development is to study not only the external 
code reuse through libraries but also, using a repository of external open source projects, 
through Percerons tool. 
 Having choose the latest components that are mostly used by individual developers 
and are preferable by big companies, we establish a realistic scenario of code reuse and 
producing code reusability (planned reuse). In addition, we have to say that we are not 
using only opportunistic (as required), but also planned reuse in order to achieve and 
produce reusable components for future implementation. 
 Hence, we start from analysis phase where we collect the requirements, and then the 
design phase of our application, which will help us figure and record the components that 
we need to search inside the repository. The selected domain of the application is Movies, 
where many open source projects exists and the Android community is use this as a 
playground for many studies dues to the open source APIs that exists like OMDB, 
TRAKT etc. We further analyse the selected domain in the next chapters.  
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3.1.1 Requirements 
 In order to achieve the final goal of this thesis, we have decided to choose a small 
number of requirements. Thus, we keep the minimum functionality for the user, below 
we analyse the requirements through a use case diagram (Figure 18). [28] 
1. Navigate genres 
2. Movie search, functionality 
3. Show watch list 
4. Display movies per genre 
5. Search results, functionality 
6. display Movie details 
7. watch trailer 
8. add movie to watch list 
9. remove movie from watch list 
 At this point we are going to make an estimation, for the development time that we 
need for each requirement, depending on our experience in Android development, as 
individual and within several teams. The time estimation below (Figure 17), includes the 
whole implementation and development of each requirement with native development 
components along with the time estimation of main architecture, patterns, reactive 
programming, Room implementation and core functionalities. Those functionalities, are 
mentioned as design restriction in this chart, and represents the extra time need it for 
adopting them. At this point, we should mention that architecture, structure, patterns and 
other design decisions, have been made to help as produce also reusable components and 
interact with the latest trends in android community. 
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Figure 17, development time estimation 
 
 
Figure 18, Use Case Diagram 
 Having a closer look on the requirements, we can define the main independent 
components that consist our base architecture. We can display those architecture 
components through an abstract Component Diagram below (Figure 19), that will help us 
identify further the needs of our application. 
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Figure 19, Component Diagram 
 First of all, we design the main architecture of the application, which is Client-Server. 
The client in our case is the Movies application that we are developing, whereas for the 
Server side we are going to use open source APIs that are available to cover our needs. 
Furthermore, we need a SQLite database, in order to handle our local data and provide a 
local watch list to the users. Having scripted this design, we could see the communication 
with the open source APIs and endpoints, and we could develop another application in 
the future in a different platform. [29,30] 
3.1.2 Use cases 
 We have analysed each requirement from the analysis phase and create a brief Use 
Case for each one (Table 1-9). Use case is consisted of Actors, Description, the Flow of 
regular Events along with Alternative Flows. Preconditions should exist in order to satisfy 
the needs of the current use case. After a use case is ended, the post-conditions are applied. 
[31] 
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Table 1, Use case 01 - Splash Screen 
Splash Screen 
Use Case ID UC01 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user opens the application 
Output: authenticate and continue to next screen 
Process: application connects to the corresponding APIs by collecting 
access tokens. 
Preconditions Internet connection 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User opens the 
application 
 
2  connects to the corresponding APIs 
3  Procced to the next screen UC02 
 
Post-conditions Application have connected to the corresponding APIs 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, the application closes. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
2a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is no internet connection 
2  Procced to the next screen UC02 
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Table 2, Use case 02 - Genre Navigation 
Genre Navigation 
Use Case ID UC02 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user navigates between genres 
Output: movie genres are available 
Process: application fetch genres, fresh or local depending on 
parameters.   
Preconditions Internet connection 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  Fetch genres from database 
2 User navigates between 
genres 
 
 
Post-conditions - 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, the application closes. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
1a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  Fetch fresh data, from endpoint 
2  Store data to database by replacing 
old if exist 
3  Get data from database 
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Table 3, Use case 03 - Display Movies 
Display movies 
Use Case ID UC03 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user selects a specific genre 
Output: list of movies for the selected category 
Process: application fetch movies for a specific genre.   
Preconditions Internet connection 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User select a genre  
2  Request movies for selected genre 
3  Display list of movies 
 
Post-conditions At least one movie is displayed on the list 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, the application closes. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
2a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is no internet connection 
2  Display check for internet connection 
message 
2b 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is a server error 
2  Display empty message 
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Table 4, Use case 04 - Search Movie 
Search Movie 
Use Case ID UC04 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user input a name to search 
Output: list of movies for the specific search 
Process: application request to the API movies for a specific search.   
Preconditions Internet connection 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User type a text  
2 Press search  
3  Request movies for a specific search 
4  Display list of movies 
 
Post-conditions At least one movie is displayed on the list 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, the display main lobby. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
3a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is no internet connection 
2  Display check for internet connection 
message 
3b 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is a server error 
2  Display empty message 
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Table 5, Use case 05 - Watch List 
Watch List 
Use Case ID UC05 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user opens his watch list 
Output: list of movies that user has put to watch 
Process: application fetch watch list movies from database.   
Preconditions User have added at least one movie to watch list 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User press the watch list 
button 
 
2  Opens bottom sheet view 
3  Fetch watch list from local database 
4  Display list of movies 
 
Post-conditions At least one movie is displayed on the list 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, the display main lobby. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
1a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User drag watch list 
button  
 
2  Delete view is displayed 
3 Move button to delete 
view 
 
4  Empty watch list  
5  Remove button 
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Table 6, Use case 06 - Navigate Movies 
Navigate Movies 
Use Case ID UC06 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description 
Input: user navigates between movies 
Output: fetch more movies at the end of the list 
Process: request for next page of movies.   
Preconditions UC03 or UC04 & internet connection 
Flow of Events 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User navigates to the 
bottom of the list 
 
2  Requests the next page of movies for 
the specific case 
3  Add and display the updated list of 
movies 
 
Post-conditions At least one movie is displayed on the list 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions If the user navigates back, the application closes. 
Non-behavior 
requirements  
Assumptions  
Issue  
2a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is no internet connection 
2  Display check for internet connection 
message 
3  Display old movie list 
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Table 7, Use case 07 - Movie Details 
Movie Details 
Use Case ID UC07 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user selects a movie from a list 
Output: details for the selected movie 
Process: application request from the API details for the specific movie.   
Preconditions UC06 & Internet connection 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User selects a movie  
2  Request details for movie 
3  Request trailer for movie 
 
Post-conditions - 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, display previous list. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
2a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is no internet connection 
2  Display check for internet connection 
message 
2b 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is a server error 
2  Display empty message 
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Table 8, Use case 08 - Handle Watch List 
Handle Watch List 
Use Case ID UC08 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user add or remove a movie from his watch list 
Output: add or remove movie from list 
Process: application adds or removes movie from database.   
Preconditions UC07 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User click on watch list 
button 
 
2  Movie added to the database 
3  Button’s icon changes 
 
Post-conditions - 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, display previous list. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
2a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  Movie removed from the database 
2  Button’s icon changes 
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Table 9, Use case 09 - Watch Trailer 
Watch trailer 
Use Case ID UC09 
Super Use Case - 
Primary Actor User 
Secondary Actor(s) - 
Brief Description Input: user clicks to watch trailer 
Output: user is navigated to see the video 
Process: application forward trailer link to an external app.   
Preconditions UC07 & internet connection 
Flow of Events  Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1 User clicks on trailer  
2  Navigates user to the corresponding 
app 
 
Post-conditions - 
Alternative flows 
and exceptions 
If the user navigates back, display previous list. 
Non-behavior 
requirements 
 
Assumptions  
Issue  
2a 
 
 Actor’s Input System’s Response 
1  There is no internet connection 
2  Display check for internet connection 
message 
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3.1.3 Activity Diagrams 
 For some main use cases, we have design diagrams (Figure 20-22) that shows the 
flow along with the decisions made, in order to give a realistic view of how the application 
works. So, below we see activity diagrams describes database and network decisions 
along with corresponding messages that are displayed to the user. It is very important for 
an application to have clear all those functionalities from the design phase, which is early 
enough to address any problem that might be occur, by re-design or make other decisions. 
[32] 
 
 
Figure 20, Activity Diagram - UC05 Watch List 
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Figure 21, Activity Diagram - Movie functionalities 
 
Figure 22, Activity Diagram - Fetch Data 
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 Finally, we create an activity diagram (Figure 23) that describes how the application 
will handle and display to the user, feedback about general error messages, that could 
occur on requests, like Internet connection and server errors. Bear in mind, that all 
messages should be user friendly, displaying the problem and direct the user either to 
solve them if it is possible, or to reassure and navigate them into a familiar working 
dashboard (main dashboard in our case). 
 
 
Figure 23, Activity Diagram - Handle general errors 
 We have to mention here, that design phase is mandatory to develop a new application 
or system, not only for having a concrete base and prevent costly future refactoring, but 
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also in our case to find and distinct the components (Android, Google or custom) that 
need to develop in order to try find them in the repository.  
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3.1.4 Mock-ups 
 In the next phase of design our Movies application, we have created some mock-ups 
(Figure 24-27) that give us the ability to sea visually how the requirement and the use 
cases are displayed in the real screen of a smart phone. Here is the most important phase 
for completing our goal, because we now can distinct se in action and discuss the 
components that we need to develop in the sense of Android components. To be more 
precise, designing mock-ups give us the ability to choose which functionality can be 
covered from Android and Google native components, or from external approved 
libraries through external code reuse. Finally, we list the components along with their 
description in order to search them between open source projects and find any developed 
functionality that could help us to fulfil our goal. Below we present some of the main 
functionalities in mock-ups, designed in balsamiq design tool, the whole project (bmpr 
file) and PDF are included in Appendix B. [1] 
 
 
Figure 24, Mock-ups - Genre categories 
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Figure 25, Mock-ups - Movie search 
 
Figure 26, Mock-ups - watch trailer 
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Figure 27, Mock-ups - Watch List 
 As we can see the design of the mock-ups above, have been enhanced with Material 
Design, that is the state-of-the-art style, approved by google and others. It is very 
important to give the user a comfort and a friendly feel that would be useful and functional 
to remember and work with respectively. 
3.1.5 Code 
 To develop the Movies application, we use Android Studio for our IDE along with 
Java programming language, and not Kotlin which is new and fancy enough for a 
playground start, due to the fact that Percerons tool is working with Java, and we would 
need further configurations and transformations to the code to achieve that. So, we would 
say that whose interactions would be out of the main scope of this Thesis. The whole 
source code is included as attachment along with the APK file and the android studio 
project. 
 Although code snippets would not be useful here, we have list the main external 
libraries, that have been used, which are consisting the half part of the external code reuse. 
The other part of external code reuse, have been found through Percerons tool. The 
reusable components along with the manipulation that needed to work for our Movies 
project have been further analysed in the case study chapter. 
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 The corresponding Movies application, created for this thesis have been included as 
attachments with the dissertation, a demonstration video can been found in Appendix A. 
LIBRARIES 
 As have been already said in the previous chapters, external code reuse includes not 
only the usage and exploit of open source projects, but also the usage of external libraries 
and dependencies. In the Android community libraries are the number-one choice of 
developers of reuse, in order to reduce the development time and not create a component 
or functionality from scratch. 
 In the demo Movies application of this thesis, we also use external code reuse through 
open source libraries. Most of them are state-of-the-art in the GitHub and Android 
community and are listed through the Gradle code in the Appendix C. 
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3.2 Project methodology 
 In this chapter, we analyse the main goal of this thesis, through a case study that 
describes the whole procedure of selecting a target domain to work with, along with the 
tools that are needed. In order to achieve and test the code reuse, in large scale of a 
realistic mobile application development we use the power of Percerons which is an open 
source tool. In a few words Percerons tool is responsible for creating a database repository 
that contains a large number of projects categorised and analysed by reusability and other 
metrics. We have a more detailed discuss about Percerons tool in the previous chapters.  
3.2.1 Case Study 
 Here we are going to see in action the procedure of developing an Android application 
with reusable code, with the help of Percerons tool. As far, we have completed the design 
phase of our project, and we have the mock-ups ready to be analysed and indicate the 
required components. Below we can see the designs (Figure 28-30) marked and 
categorised in the corresponding sections. 
 After the design phase, we could analyse and separate the mock-ups into small 
platform specified components (Android components in our case), in order to achieve 
valuable and useful searches within Percerons tool. To be more precise, below we could 
see how designing mock-ups assist on better accurate results. 
 
Figure 28, Search components - Main dashboard 
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Figure 29, Search components – Search & Movie details 
 
Figure 30, Search components – Watch list 
 
 Now we can see how helpful and mandatory was the whole design phase, that we 
have completed, in order to have listed the final components that are consisting our 
application. Take into account, that we haven’t spent any time or/and money to develop 
any line of code, that would help us see potential bad design and threats, in order to re-
consider some base decisions. 
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 After finding those components we are ready to search for them, in the internet 
through google searches, or more specifically to sites with libraries or projects, like 
“AndroidArsenal” and “GitHub”. There we can find some of the components that we are 
searching for, in order to reuse them and not develop from scratch. 
 As we can see this procedure is a bit difficult, need time and furthermore, we might 
not have and successful findings. However, android has a large community with 
developers develop and produce open source applications, libraries, or simple tutorials, 
that we could find easily in the web, we might need some more specified guidelines and 
search filters. In order to apply those extra filters and target a group of projects, to search 
for desired functionality we need to collect the potential projects first and then search to 
each one of them. 
 This procedure can easily be done, with the help of a tool that could do most of the 
job for us. In our case study, we use the Percerons tool, to analyse with some metrics a 
set of Android Projects. We need to say that Percerons tool, is used with java language 
projects. To be more precise, we need to import JAR files, to the tool, so we need to 
follow a procedure in order make Android Projects available to this form. We detailed 
present this procedure in the next chapter. 
 Now that we have achieve export a JAR file from an Android project, we can use 
Percerons client, to import projects into the repository along with the corresponding 
metrics that Percerons calculate, in order to find reusable components. So, we need to 
collect a set of projects, in order to complete our case study. 
 Having chosen our target domain, we search for open source projects and 
applications, in GitHub, that will consist our repository. Our target group of projects 
should satisfy some requirements in order to be chosen. At least we need the same 
domain, and in the best-case scenario we would like to have same structure, patterns used 
like Model-View-Presenter, Repository pattern and clean architecture. 
 In order to keep the case study in real and convincing bounds, that could satisfy a 
real-case scenario, for individual developers and/or a business scale, we choose projects 
that satisfy at least the minimum requirements of domain. However, we also put some 
projects, more advanced with pattern implementations, and others targeting some 
components that we might need, because in a case of a company common structures and 
architectures will be the same. 
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 Having organized our targeting set of projects as more realistic as possible scenario, 
and collect them, we need to follow the procedure of JAR file, for each one and import 
them into Percerons client. Percerons tool, analyses the projects and finds available 
reusable components by marking mandatory connections and associations with other 
classes, so as to choose depending on our needs. 
 For the needs of our thesis and this case study, we have find, transform, analyse 
through Percerons tool and store into the repository, 19 projects that might satisfy our 
needs. Now have our repository build end ready, we can search through all project at 
once, from the Percerons Web client. Despite there is an online web version of Percerons 
tool, for the needs of our thesis and this case study, we use Percerons Web client, locally 
through XAMPP. The images below (Figure 31-32) describe the base procedure of using 
Percerons Web client. 
 
Figure 31, Percerons Web – search 
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Figure 32, Percerons Web - results 
 Commonly we use the base searching variables, (external dependencies, minimum 
functionality and minimum reusability) for searching reusable components from the 
repository, however we have made some changes to those variables, in cases where there 
was not any result at first. Those results, are now available, as candidates for being chosen 
and adapted as reusable components for our Movies project. Thus, we need to validate 
those results. 
 For validating those results, we have chosen to create decision tables, with values and 
metrics, that would help us not only proceed to the next step, but also will keep a 
consistency, in a case of fall-back. To be more precise, if one decision fails, we need to 
choose the next decision on the line through the corresponding tables. For the needs of 
this use case, we have chosen to validate some of the decisions for each result (candidate 
reusable component). In the next chapter, we analyse and further discuss each decision 
table.  
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Search list 
 In this chapter, we briefly present the searches and the count of available results 
(Table 11-13). In all cases, we use only the general attributes, with default values for the 
first attempt. If default values, have no-results, then we search again with zero values for 
each attribute. Below we create some tables, that represents those searches. 
General search attributes: 
• Maximum number of external dependencies: 5 
• Minimum functionality: 5 
• Minimum reusability: 2 
1. Database Component 
Table 10, Search list - Database components 
Keywords/attributes Max. external dependencies 
Min. 
functionality 
Min. 
 reusability 
Number of 
results 
SQLite 0 0 0 27 
remove SQLite 0 0 0 6 
Sqlite 0 0 0 1 
room 0 0 0 0 
database 5 5 2 21 
database, 
add 5 5 2 29 
database, 
 remove 5 5 2 21 
database, 
delete 5 5 2 21 
 
2. Request 
Table 11, Search list - Request components 
Keywords/attributes Max. external dependencies 
Min. 
functionality 
Min. 
 reusability 
Number of 
results 
Request 5 5 2 60 
API 5 5 2 130 
Retrofit 5 5 2 10 
Glide 5 5 2 6 
Dagger 5 5 2 1 
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3. Widgets 
Table 12, Search list - Widgets 
Keywords/attributes Max. external dependencies 
Min. 
functionality 
Min. 
 reusability 
Number of 
results 
swipe to refresh 
layout 0 0 0 1 
toast message 0 0 0 1 
Recycler view 5 5 2 8 
Adapter 5 5 2 84 
Recycler Adapter 5 5 2 23 
Dialog 5 5 2 47 
Search 5 5 2 108 
Bottom sheet layout / 
behavior 0 0 0 0 
Floating button 0 0 0 0 
YouTube 5 5 2 16 
Tab Layout 0 0 0 0 
Pager 5 5 2 25 
 
4. Models 
Table 13, Search list - Models 
Keywords/attributes Max. external dependencies 
Min. 
functionality 
Min. 
 reusability 
Number of 
results 
Movie 5 5 2 200 
Genre 5 5 2 42 
Cast 0 0 0 0 
Actor 0 0 0 0 
 
 That was the first attempt, of write down and provide, search results categorised by 
the nature of each component (database, request, widgets, models). After this brief search, 
we are about to present and further discuss the decision tables in the next chapter. 	
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Decision tables 
 Each search has several alternative results, thus we should make the best decision, to 
choose, adapt and implement the corresponding functionality, to our project, by making 
as less as possible changes, in order to keep the reuse level high as it allows to us.  
 This process involves choosing the best option from among the alternatives. The 
inability to capture and share architectural decisions often results in wasted effort and 
ineffective use of development resources. Lightweight decision-capturing approaches 
might have better results, due to the fact that the cost to return back is low. 
 In order to analyse evaluate correctly each decision, we should use, current and past 
knowledge. Percerons tool give us an already evaluated set of results depending on 
reusability criteria of the projects inside the repository, however we should re-evaluate 
those and choose wisely depending on our current state and project needs (current 
knowledge) along with general solutions and principles (past knowledge). [43, 44] 
• Current knowledge 
o Requirements 
o Current design 
• Past knowledge 
o Technology, architecture available 
o Well known solutions 
o Design principles and best practices 
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 Choosing between a set of reusable components (decisions), for a specific 
functionality, are a subset of design decisions that are costly to change in the future and 
hard to make at the first place. Moreover, those decisions contain important choices on 
the whole project such as its’ architecture, in order to satisfy the functional and non-
functional requirements of the stakeholders. [45] 
Keep documented the possible decisions benefits general to: 
• lower costs of change in the future 
• increased reuse of architectures 
• less design changes  
Architectural design decision model, for each of the possible solutions (results in our 
search), we have to record the following elements, in order to justify and choose correctly 
between our decisions. [46] 
• Description, of the option should be provided for the corresponding result 
• Design rules, specifications and transformations that needed in order to achieve 
the adoption of the specific solution 
• Design constraints, define the limitations and constraints that might be occurred 
to the whole architecture by choosing this option. 
• Risks, the countermeasures that need to be taken and the cost for dropping this 
solution and go back to another one. 
• Consequences, to the whole project for choosing a solution and adapting a 
solution. 
• Pros, the benefits of the specific option, to the project and the architecture. 
• Cons, the drawbacks of choosing this solution, to any part of the project. 
 We analysed the first four solutions of the Percerons tool, for each search, through 
those criteria, in order to validate them and choose the most convenience one. In a case 
were adapting the selected solution, won’t work as it meant to be, then we have to make 
another decision according to the rest of the validated cases. Attributes with blue, are 
retrieved from Percerons tool. (Table 14-53)  
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Database subdomain 
Table 14, Search Component - "Add SQLite" 1st 
Search add & SQLite (result: 1 of 27) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 1.000 
Reusability 1.688 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
Add data method, should be created 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There is one class only, so the risk for a fall-back is very low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros Very low cost,  
some modifications needed 
Cons No Room integration,  
No add data method 
the tables are not all useful 
 
Table 15, Search Component - "Add SQLite" 4th 
Search add & SQLite (result: 2 of 27) 
Software Name TraktClient 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 3.000 
Reusability 1.625 
Description From the overview, the content seems completely irrelevant to the 
search 
Root: materialprogressbar.IntrinsicPaddingDrawble 
Design rules Irrelevant content 
Design constraints unknown 
Risks There is one class only, so the risk for a fallback is low, however we 
found out that the content is irrelevant for our needs 
Consequences Need to build from scratch the functionality 
Pros NO 
Cons Irrelevant content,  
missing functionality 
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Table 16, Search Component - "Add SQLite" 2nd 
Search add & SQLite (result: 3 of 27) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 2.000 
Reusability 1.656 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Moreover, contains insert & load data methods 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
insert method might need a change to its arguments 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. However, it 
seems that both classes are needed. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros low cost,  
some modifications needed 
insert & load data methods 
Cons No Room integration,  
the tables are not all useful 
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Table 17, Search Component - "Add SQLite" 3rd 
Search add & SQLite (result: 4 of 27) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 2.000 
Reusability 1.354 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Moreover, contains insert & load data methods 
Finally, this version of the component also has the Activity (View), 
with the saved movies along with a List View (Android Widget) 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
insert method might need a change to its arguments 
MVP pattern should be applied to the View (Activity) 
List View refactor need 
Design constraints Need to use List View widget, which is deprecated to the android 
world 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. Also, 
the View class seems to need changes to be adapted from the 
project.  
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros insert & load data methods 
Cons No Room integration,  
List View widget usage 
No MVP architecture 
the tables are not all useful 
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Table 18, Search Component - "Remove SQLite" 1st 
Search remove & SQLite (result: 1 of 6) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 1.000 
Reusability 1.688 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
Remove data method, should be created 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There is one class only, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros Very low cost,  
some modifications needed 
Cons No Room integration,  
No remove data method 
the tables are not all useful 
 
Table 19, Search Component - "Remove SQLite" 2nd 
Search remove & SQLite (result: 2 of 6) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 2.000 
Reusability 1.656 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Moreover, contains insert & load data methods 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
There isn’t any method relevant to remove functionality 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. However, it 
seems that there is missing functionality, relevant to remove data. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros low cost 
Cons No Room integration,  
the tables are not all useful 
no remove data functionality 
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Table 20, Search Component - "Remove SQLite" 3rd 
Search remove & SQLite (result: 3 of 6) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 2.000 
Reusability 1.354 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Moreover, contains insert & load data methods 
Finally, this version of the component also has the Activity (View), 
with the saved movies along with a List View (Android Widget) 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
There isn’t any method relevant to remove functionality 
MVP pattern should be applied to the View (Activity) 
List View refactor need 
Design constraints Need to use List View widget, which is deprecated to the android 
world 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. Also, 
the View class seems to need changes to be adapted from the 
project.  
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros No 
Cons No Room integration,  
List View widget usage 
No MVP architecture 
the tables are not all useful 
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Table 211st, Search Component - " SQLite" 1st 
Search SQLite (result: 1 of 6) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 1.000 
Reusability 1.688 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
Handle data methods are needed 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There is one class only, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros Very low cost,  
some modifications needed 
Cons No Room integration,  
No handle data method 
the tables are not all useful 
 
Table 22, Search Component - " SQLite" 2nd 
Search SQLite (result: 2 of 6) 
Software Name MovieList 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 2.000 
Reusability 1.656 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Overview, Rating, Release Date, Title Films) 
Moreover, contains insert & load data methods 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
There isn’t any method relevant to remove functionality 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. However, it 
seems that there is missing functionality, relevant to remove data. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros low cost 
contains insert data methods  
Cons No Room integration,  
the tables are not all useful 
no remove data functionality 
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Search Component “Room” 
 There are no results relevant to this search, however our project needs require to use 
android “room” architecture component, as a framework above SQLite. Therefore, we 
use the components that have been retrieved from the SQLite searches, and refactor them 
in order to satisfy our “room” needs. Due to the fact that Room provides an abstraction 
layer above the SQLite, in order to handle more efficient and reduce the boilerplate code 
that need to convert between SQL queries and Java objects, the required refactor to the 
SQLite components is tolerable. 
Table 23, Search Component - " database" 1st 
Search database (result: 1 of 21) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 15.000 
Reusability 2.744 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Episodes, Movies, Season, Shows) 
Moreover, it contains handle data queries 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
Data queries, might need to change 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros some modifications needed 
handle data queries 
Cons No Room integration,  
No add data method, 
irrelevant class to the project, 
the tables are not all useful 
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Table 24, Search Component - " database" 2nd 
Search database (result: 2 of 21) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 4 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 14.000 
Reusability 2.121 
Description Contains Create and Upgrade database, along with some useful 
tables (Episodes, Movies, Season, Shows) 
Moreover, it contains handle data queries 
Traktoid Provider, is irrelevant class without attributes or 
functionality 
Design rules Some modifications might need, in order to use it with Room 
Data queries, might need to change 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of SQLite as a database 
Pros some modifications needed 
handle data queries 
Cons No Room integration,  
No add data method, 
irrelevant classes, 
the tables are not all useful 
	
Search Component “database”, “database & add”, “database & remove”, “database & 
delete” 
 Most of the results, are the same with the general previous search of “database”, there 
are some handle data queries like add remove update etc. However, the general 
architecture of this projects on the first results, seems to be difficult to adapt in our needs 
and project. There seems to be many unnecessary classes, for our project, which needs to 
use a different architecture from our design. The results of the previous searches with 
“SQLite” parameter, covers in a more efficient way the functionality needed.  
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Android widgets subdomain 
Table 25, Search Component - " swipeRefreshLayout" 1st 
Search swipeRefreshLayout (result: 1 of 1) 
Software Name UdacityPopularMovies 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 3.000 
Reusability 1.625 
Description Contains a custom SwipeRefreshLayout widget, which is 
customized for encapsulated swipe to refresh layouts. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. However, it doesn’t seem to need this customization of 
the specific widget for our case.  
Risks There is only one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of swipe to refresh widget on our 
layout 
Pros main functionality is useful 
very low risk 
Cons the customization is irrelevant to our project 
 
Table 26, Search Component - " Toast" 
Search Toast (result: 1 of 1) 
Software Name Vineyard 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 4.000 
Reusability 1.250 
Description Contains a Toast factory, for presenting toast messages to the user 
Design rules Doesn’t need any major modifications to work in our project. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component.  
Risks There is only one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of swipe to refresh widget on our 
layout 
Pros seems to be extendable 
very low risk 
contains main functionality 
Cons the customization is irrelevant to our project 
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Table 27, Search Component - " RecyclerView" 2nd 
Search RecyclerView (result: 1 of 8) 
Software Name Trank_MVP 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 11.000 
Reusability 4.069 
Description Contains a custom episode model, along with Episode recycler view 
adapter. 
Design rules Due to the fact that in our requirements we don’t have to handle 
“episodes” separately, this component has to be modified in order 
to be used correctly. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage general recycler view in our 
project. 
Pros main functionality is useful 
low risk 
project uses MVP architecture 
Cons modifications need, in order to satisfy our needs 
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Table 28, Search Component - " RecyclerView" 1st 
Search RecyclerView (result: 2 of 8) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 4 
External 
Dependencies 
2.000 
Functionality 25.000 
Reusability 2.201 
Description Contains a Generic Recycler View Adapter, along with some useful 
generic interfaces. Moreover, there is a class that is not relevant 
with our project and requirements. 
Design rules This component is based on Generics, and it doesn’t seem to need 
modifications. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are four classes, so the risk for a fallback is high. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage general recycler adapter in our 
project. 
Pros main functionality is useful 
generic adapter could be used for all cases 
some or none modification need 
extendable 
reusable 
irrelevant class could be not used without cost 
Cons high cost 
one class is irrelevant 
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Table 29, Search Component - " RecyclerView" 3rd 
Search RecyclerView (result: 3 of 8) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
3.000 
Functionality 15.000 
Reusability 2.080 
Description Some generic interfaces, along with a Fragment class that is not 
relevant with our project and requirements. 
Design rules This component is based on Generics, and it doesn’t seem to need 
modifications. However, it is a half solution for our project. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage general recycler view in our 
project. 
Pros extendibility 
Cons medium cost 
one class is irrelevant 
not complete solution 
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Search Component “Adapter” & “Recycler Adapter” 
 This component, could be satisfied from the previous searches of “RecyclerView”, 
which came back with many useful complete solutions along with some generic ones. 
However, as you could see below we have analyzed some of the “Adapter” search results. 
Table 30, Search Component - "Adapter" 2nd 
Search Adapter (result: 1 of 84) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 22.000 
Reusability 2.323 
Description Contains a generic adapter interface. 
Design rules This component is based on Generics, and it doesn’t seem to need 
modifications, however it is not usable alone. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There is only one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Component should be used along with a new Adapter 
Pros very low cost 
Cons not a complete solution, for our search 
cannot stand alone 
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Table 31, Search Component - "Adapter" 1st 
Search Adapter (result: 2 of 84) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 22.000 
Reusability 2.323 
Description Contains a Generic Recycler View Adapter, along with a useful 
generic interface. 
Design rules This component is based on Generics, and it doesn’t seem to need 
modifications. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage general recycler adapter in our 
project. 
Pros main functionality is useful 
generic adapter could be used for all cases 
some or none modification need 
extendable 
reusable 
low cost 
Cons one class is irrelevant 
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Table 32, Search Component - "Adapter" 3rd 
Search Adapter (result: 3 of 84) 
Software Name PopularMovies 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 5.000 
Reusability 4.044 
Description Contains a custom “Review” model, along with Review recycler 
view adapter. 
Design rules Due to the fact that in our requirements we don’t have to handle 
“reviews”, the adapter component has to be modified in order to be 
used correctly. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences General consequences, like usage of a recycler adapter in our 
project. 
Pros main functionality is useful 
low risk 
Cons specific data adapter, modifications need, in order to satisfy our 
needs 
not a generic solution 
	
Search Component “Dialog” 
 Through a quick search we find out, that there isn’t any efficient and relevant 
“Dialog” solution, that could satisfy our needs and requirements. However, we have 
analyzed some of the first results, the rest of them seems to have high dependencies 
unrelated for our project. Thus, we decide to create the corresponding dialogs in our 
Application from scratch.  
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Table 33, Search Component - "Dialog" 1st 
Search Dialog (result: 1 of 47) 
Software Name MovieGuide 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 6.000 
Reusability 3.542 
Description Contains a specific custom Presenter. 
Design rules This component needs modification, in order to satisfy our needs 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There is only one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Component should be changed in order to work in all of our cases 
Pros very low cost 
contains some implementation 
uses MVP architecture 
Cons need modification 
not generic 
 
Table 34, Search Component - "Dialog" 2nd 
Search Dialog (result: 2 of 47) 
Software Name MovieGuide 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 6.000 
Reusability 2.896 
Description Contains a specific custom Presenter, along with its custom View 
relevant to the specific type of the dialog. 
Design rules This component needs modification, in order to satisfy our needs 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences Component should be changed in order to work in all of our cases 
Pros low cost 
contains some implementation 
uses MVP architecture 
Cons need modification 
not generic 
unnecessary View, for our needs 
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Search Component “Search” 
Table 35, Search Component - "Search" 1st 
Search search (result: 1 of 108) 
Software Name Awesome Movies MVP 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 13.000 
Reusability 28.530 
Description Contains “Movie” model, which is useful, along with the model of 
OMDB response “MovieSearch”. 
Design rules This component doesn’t seem to need any changes to work. 
Design constraints We need to use OMDB search API in order to use those models 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences General consequences, like using any model for the specific 
functionality 
Pros low cost,  
MVP architecture 
no modifications needed 
Cons endpoint or/and request methods/classes are missing 
 
Table 36, Search Component - "Search" 2nd 
Search search (result: 2 of 108) 
Software Name Retrieve Movie List MVP 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 12.000 
Reusability 2.961 
Description Contains “Movie Short Data” model, which is unnecessary for our 
requirements. Moreover, there is a View, which is not suitable. 
Design rules This component doesn’t seem to need any changes to work. 
However, it is not relevant to the whole scope of our project. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences General consequences, like using any model for the specific 
functionality 
Pros MVP architecture 
Cons not stand alone, or full functional for this search 
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Table 37, Search Component - "Search" 3rd 
Search search (result: 3 of 108) 
Software Name Retrieve Movie List MVP 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 12.000 
Reusability 19.603 
Description Contains “Movie” model, which is useful, along with the model of 
OMDB response “MovieSearch”. Furthermore, it contains the 
OMDB API. 
Design rules This component doesn’t seem to need any changes to work. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences General consequences, like using any model for the specific 
functionality 
Pros MVP architecture 
Retrofit 
Gson 
Rx java 2 
Cons medium risk 
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Table 38, Search Component - "Search" 4th 
Search search (result: 4 of 108) 
Software Name Retrieve Movie List MVP 
Number of classes 4 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 11.000 
Reusability 15.119 
Description Contains “Movie” model, which is useful, along with the model of 
OMDB response “MovieSearch”. Furthermore, it contains the 
OMDB API and Retrofit interface. 
Design rules This component doesn’t seem to need any changes to work. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is high. 
Consequences General consequences, like using any model for the specific 
functionality 
Pros MVP architecture 
Retrofit 
Gson 
Rx java 2 
Contains retrofit service 
Cons high risk 
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Search Component “Bottom sheet layout / behaviour” 
 There isn’t any result relevant to the search of bottom sheet layout or/and behaviour. 
We could try to add into database, another project which might satisfy our requirements 
and design. Otherwise, we have to develop this functionality from the beginning, not only 
for our exact case, but also a generic and reusable one. 
Search Component “Floating Action Button” 
 Current repository doesn’t contain any component relevant to our search of “Floating 
Action Button” android widget, which means that we should find another relevant project 
to satisfy our needs, and import it into the database through Percerons tool. On the other 
hand, we could create from scratch this functionality which is not so costly. Thus, the risk 
to add another new project, and search through the components again seems to be much 
costlier. 
Search Component “YouTube” 
Table 39, Search Component - "YouTube" 1st 
Search YouTube (result: 1 of 16) 
Software Name PopularMovies 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 7.000 
Reusability 3.542 
Description Contains a “YouTubeTrailer” model, which seems irrelevant to our 
needs. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. However, it is 
not completely stand-alone solution. 
Design constraints In order to use this component, we need to, handle YouTube trailer 
in other way to our project. 
Risks There is only one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Usage of YouTube through request, model and response  
Pros very low risk 
contains model 
Cons need to re-design the project 
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Table 40, Search Component - "YouTube" 2nd 
Search YouTube (result: 2 of 16) 
Software Name PopularMovies 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 6.000 
Reusability 3.321 
Description Contains a “YouTubeTrailer” model, along with Utilities that handles 
YouTube trailers. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. 
Design constraints In order to use this component, we need to, use “YouTubeTrailer” 
model. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences Usage of YouTube through request, model and response  
Pros low risk 
contains whole functionality 
Cons need to re-design the project and use the corresponding model 
 
Table 41, Search Component - "YouTube" 3rd 
Search YouTube (result: 3 of 16) 
Software Name PopularMovies 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 8.000 
Reusability 2.292 
Description Contains a “YouTubeTrailer” model, along with Utilities that handles 
YouTube trailers. Furthermore, handling JSON response of trailer, 
from TMDB API 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. 
Design constraints In order to use this component, we need to, use TMDB API for 
handling trailer. 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences Usage of YouTube through request, model and response  
Pros contains whole functionality 
Cons need to re-design the project and use the corresponding model and 
API 
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Search Component “Tab Layout” 
 Repository doesn’t contain any relevant result to “TabLayout” android layout. The 
best case, and low-cost solution is to develop and use this component, specified for the 
project’s requirements. Android Developers guide, examples along with useful Medium 
[41] articles, and stack overflow solutions [38], would be very useful to develop fast the 
corresponding component. Otherwise, we could add some more projects to the repository, 
targeting the specific functionality, but in this phase, this could be an unnecessary big 
risk, with high cost. 
Search Component “Pager” 
 Most of the corresponding results, are not completely solutions. We could use some 
of the components as a part of the whole functionality, however minor changes are needed 
in order to configure those results to suits us. Thus, it might be less costly to create the 
whole component from the beginning. 
Table 42, Search Component - "Pager" 1st 
Search Pager (result: 1 of 25) 
Software Name Traktoid 
Number of classes 2 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 17.000 
Reusability 2.651 
Description Contains a Pager Fragment, along with some constants. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. However, the 
components provide a part of the required functionality and not a 
completely solution. 
Design constraints In order to use this component, we need to provide the rest of the 
solution, along with minor modifications to suits our case. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences Usage of a Fragment Pager, consequences  
Pros low risk 
contains a required part 
Cons doesn’t contain the whole required functionality 
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Request subdomain 
Search Component “request” 
Table 43, Search Component - "request" 1st 
Search Request (result: 1 of 60) 
Software Name OMDB 4 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 5.000 
Reusability 2.563 
Description Contains a “RequestUrl” model, which seems irrelevant to our 
needs. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. However, it is 
neither completely stand-alone solution nor a useful one. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are two classes, so the risk for a fallback is low. 
Consequences Usage of a single model, consequences 
Pros very low risk 
contains model 
Cons non-stand-alone solution 
 
Table 44, Search Component - "request" 2nd 
Search Request (result: 2 of 60) 
Software Name OMDB 4 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 5.000 
Reusability 3.737 
Description Contains a “RequestUrl” model, which seems irrelevant to our 
needs, along with Error model, which is useful. Moreover, it 
contains the setup of retrofit. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences Usage of retrofit along with error response, consequences 
Pros contains error model 
retrofit 
Cons need to remove unnecessary classes 
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Table 45, Search Component - "request" 3rd 
Search Request (result: 3 of 60) 
Software Name RetrieveMovieList 
Number of classes 4 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 7.000 
Reusability 7.641 
Description Contains some models, which might not fulfil our requirements. On 
the other hand, there is a “Movie” model, and also an 
implementation of API services with retrofit. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are four classes, so the risk for a fallback is high. 
Consequences Usage of retrofit for request, as designed 
Pros retrofit implementation 
Cons unnecessary models 
high cost 
 
Search Component “API” 
Table 46, Search Component - "API" 
Search API (result: 3 of 130) 
Software Name Awesome movies MVP 
Number of classes 3 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 12.000 
Reusability 19.603 
Description Contains a “Movie” model, and also an implementation of API 
services with retrofit. Uses OMDB service 
Design rules It might need slice modification, to work in our project. 
Design constraints By using this component, we need to use OMDB service, either 
alone or with other services 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. 
Consequences Usage of OMDB API 
Pros retrofit implementation 
Gson 
movie model 
MVP architecture 
OMDB API 
Cons Modification might need  
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Search Component “Retrofit” 
 The corresponding results contain solutions with dependency injection, which we 
want to use in our project, as have been already discussed in the analysis phase. Dagger 
2 component is used for implementing the dependency injection, and also creates some 
classes for the modules, in the compile time. Thus, there are unnecessary classes which 
Dagger creates, and could be ignored, the component will re-create them in the compile 
time. Results with dagger classes included could be consider minus one (in the “Number 
of classes” field). 
Table 47, Search Component - "retrofit" 
Search Retrofit (result: 2 of 10) 
Software Name OMDB 3 
Number of classes 3 (-1) 
External 
Dependencies 
2.000 
Functionality 9.000 
Reusability 2.274 
Description Contains a retrofit module, constructed as a dependency with 
Dagger 2, in order to be injected to the project. 
Design rules Doesn’t need any modifications to work in our project. 
Design constraints This component should be used, with Dagger 2 
Risks There are three classes, so the risk for a fallback is medium. (-1 
because of dagger) 
Consequences Usage of Dagger 2, structure in order to satisfy dependency 
injection 
Pros Dagger 2 
Retrofit module 
retrofit API services 
Cons need to remove unnecessary dagger classes 
	
Search Component “Glide” 
 Glide is a library, like Picasso, which handles efficiently and with low cost, the 
process of loading images into “Image View” android widgets. So, in this search we 
would like to find out the main usage of Glide. Since, libraries are updated very often, 
and it is better to have the latest version always, we need check on the those, for changes 
and usage of the main functionality. However, below we analyse the first of the results, 
the rest are all from the same project and with the same architecture. 
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Table 48, Search Component - "Glide" 
Search Glide (result: 1 of 6) 
Software Name UdacityPopularMovies 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
2.000 
Functionality 1.000 
Reusability 1.667 
Description Contains Glide setup, through a module usage. 
Design rules There is no need to make major modifications to this component 
Design constraints General constrains of Glide implementation 
Risks There is one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Usage of general Glide solution 
Pros very low cost 
Cons Might need little refactor 
	
Model subdomain 
 Models could be found in most of the projects inside the repository which have the 
domain of movies, series and/or TV, and interacts with the APIs like TRAKT, OMDB, 
TMDB and TVMAZE. In the following chapters, we will see and analyse some model 
searches. However, each API needs a specific structure of object, the main structure 
should be the same with slice differences.   
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Search Component “Movie & Model”  
Table 49, Search Component - "Movie & Model" 1st 
Search Movie & Model (result: 1 of 200) 
Software Name RetrieveMovieList 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 6.000 
Reusability 20.625 
Description Contains a “Movie” model 
Design rules There is no need to make major changes into this model. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There is one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Usage of general movie model. 
Pros very low cost 
complete solution to our search 
Cons might need a little refactor 
 
Table 50, Search Component - "Movie & Model" 2nd 
Search Movie & Model (result: 2 of 200) 
Software Name RetrieveMovieList 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 6.000 
Reusability 4.531 
Description Contains a “Review” model 
Design rules There is no need to make major changes into this model. However, 
it is not satisfying our requirements 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There is one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Usage of simple model 
Pros very low cost 
Cons irrelevant to our project 
irrelevant to the search 
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Table 51, Search Component - "Movie & Model" 3rd 
Search Movie & Model (result: 5 of 200) 
Software Name RetrieveMovieList 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
0.000 
Functionality 8.000 
Reusability 6.549 
Description Contains a “Short Movie” model 
Design rules There is no need to make major changes into this model. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There is one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Usage of general movie model. 
Pros very low cost 
complete solution to our search 
Cons might need a little refactor 
 
Search Component “Genre & model” 
 No one of the results, is relevant for this search, so we try a single search of “Genre”. 
Table 52, Search Component - "Movie & Model" 4th 
Search Movie & Model (result: 4 of 42) 
Software Name UdacityPopularMovies 
Number of classes 1 
External 
Dependencies 
1.000 
Functionality 7.000 
Reusability 3.556 
Description Contains a “Genre” model 
Design rules There is no need to make major changes into this model. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There is one class, so the risk for a fallback is very low. 
Consequences Usage of general genre model. 
Pros very low cost 
complete solution to our search 
Cons might need a little refactor 
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Search Component “Cast & model” - “Actor” 
 All the results are irrelevant to the main search. Moreover, “Cast” simple search 
returns no data. Actor search doesn’t have any suitable result/model, in order to satisfy 
our needs of this case study. 
Architecture subdomain 
Search Component “Dependency Injection” 
 There are some results for “Injection” search, however the number of classes in those 
results is over 7, which is hardly to validate and the risk for fall-back is very high. In those 
cases, the best way is to develop all the corresponding functionality, designed for our 
case. 
Search Component “Dagger” 
Table 53, Search Component - "Dagger" 
Search Dagger (result: 1 of 1) 
Software Name MoviesTraktTV 
Number of classes 6 
External 
Dependencies 
3.000 
Functionality 5.000 
Reusability 2.323 
Description Contains a Dagger2 implementation. 
Design rules There is no need to make major changes into this model. 
Design constraints No design constrains seems to be occurred by using this 
component. 
Risks There are six classes, so the risk for a fallback is very high. 
Consequences General Usage of Dagger 2 
Pros very high cost 
contain main dagger components 
Cons might need refactor 
 
3.2.2 Movies Domain 
 In order to develop an application for our Thesis, and understand how Percerons tool 
works, we needed to focus in a specific domain. The criteria to choose a useful domain, 
is to has a large amount of open source projects, to have better results, and avoid 
decompiling non-open source application for security reasons. 
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 The first attempt of searching Augmented Reality or/and Virtual reality domains, 
leaded to dead-end. That was because, AR/VR domains are very new, and there are only 
a few applications for each one of those, and moreover with non-open source licences. 
 In order to avoid those domains, we needed a more common one, with a large 
community searching and developing applications with it. So, Movies domain appears in 
many use-source results, after a lot of research. There is a large community of people, 
developing applications and open source projects, available in GIT, supporting Movies 
domain along with open source movie APIs, such as TRAKT, TVMAZE, OMDB, TMDB 
etc.  
 We analyse further the Movie APIs in the next chapters, along with the corresponding 
open source applications and projects that have been found, and used for building the 
repository through Percerons. 
The Movie Database 
 The Movie Database or TMDb is a movie and TV database. Specifically, it is a 
community built platform, which means that all the data it contains have been added from 
its community. It started being developed 9 years ago and now is being used from more 
than 125.000 developers and companies. It provides them with extensive metadata for 
movies and TV shoes in 39 languages. Also, the platform contains high resolution posters 
and fan art. 
 TMDb’s API is available to every user in case he wants to use it, giving him the 
opportunity to request an API key. There is a documentation that contains all the viewable 
methods. API gives its users a lot of options such as seeing the upcoming movies, getting 
rated movie lists, rating a movie or getting details for a movie’s or a TV series’ cast. Some 
features apps of this API are SeriesGuide, Plex and TodoMovies. [35] 
Open Movie Database 
 The Open Movie Database or OMDb API is a RESTful web service. It provides the 
users with movie information. There are two different account types, the free and the 
patron who pays for his membership. The free has limited usage but the patron unlimited. 
Also, the web service contains the poster API with 280.000 movies posters, which is 
available only to patrons. 
 All the API’s movies content and all the posters are added from its users. Moreover, 
the free users donate money to maintain the database. There are sponsors for the API too, 
such as Emby, Free TV Mov, Trakt etc. 
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 In addition, OMDb’s API documentation is available to the users with information 
about the parameters, instructions on how to use it and examples. [36] 
TRAKT 
 Trakt like its name imposes is a platform that keeps track of movies and TV shows 
its users watch. It also gives the user the opportunity to watch his favorite movie or TV 
series because it searches the streaming sources it is available on. Its feature list contains 
hundreds of sources. Among them are Netflix, Amazon and iTunes. 
 Trakt’s developer team created thousands of apps like media center plugins, mobile 
apps, watch apps, command line utilities and smart home integrations. Some of them are 
Infuse, iShowsTV, Kyra and Movist. The Trakt has VIP users that pay for their 
membership and in this way the platform is supported financially. 
 Trakt provides users with API’s documentation in order for them to use it for their 
own site or application creation. It contains the methods, the filters and images etc. it uses 
in Trakt. [33] 
TVMAZE 
 TVmaze is an online platform where TV fanatics community are provided with 
detailed show, episode, cast and character information. They can follow the shows they 
are fond of, see the TV’s schedule and see episode trailers. The most popular features of 
TVmaze are the Customized Calendar, which contains the TV schedule, the Personal 
Watchlist of the user to keep track of his favorite series, and the Detailed Show and 
Episode pages which include detailed episode information. 
 The users of TVmaze are able to see its API’s documentation and use it for their own 
sites or applications. They are provided with all the main methods and instructions to 
understand how to take advantage of them. [34]  
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3.2.3 Add Android project to Repository 
 As have been already said before, the Percerons tool, is compatible with Java code 
and analyses Java projects through JAR files. Thus, we need some modifications to 
handle Android applications and projects in our case. In this chapter, we explain detailed, 
the way of using Percerons tool, in order to build the repository. Below we describe the 
steps of adding an Android Application project into the repository. 
1. find an open source android project from a repository (e.g. GitHub) (Figure 
33) 
 
Figure 33, open source Android project GitHub 
2. import this project into android studio, using (Figure 34-35) 
 
Figure 34, clone Android project link 
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Figure 35, import project from GIT 
3. Build an APK from this project (Figure 36) 
 
Figure 36, build APK 
4. Now we need a tool to extract JAR file from the APK. For this need, we used 
the Dex2Jar tool [37], which is very simple to use. 
5. Run in terminal “sh d2j-dex2jar.sh -f ~/path/to/apk_to_decompile.apk”, and 
get the produced JAR file. (Figure 37) 
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Figure 37, dex2jar tool 
6. now we have the JAR file, we can continue by using the Percerons client for 
Windows Operating System. 
7. However, we could continue with this JAR, let’s have a closer look on it! 
(Figure 38) There are Google and other libraries inside this file, that are not 
useful in this case, because Percerons tool will analyse them. External 
libraries, will increase the complexity and the dependencies of the main 
classes, and will fill the repository with unnecessary classes. So, we firstly 
delete them from the JAR and then continue to the Percerons client tool. 
 
Figure 38, JAR - closer look 
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 In the example above, we can see many folders included inside the JAR file, from a 
real project. We need to know the main domain of the current project (e.g. from the 
package name), in order to keep only those mandatory files, that consist the main root of 
the project, and delete all the other folders that contains external libraries and google 
native components. To be more precise, in this example, the main core of this project is 
included in the folder “grapes”, whereas all the others are external libraries, and google 
components. 
 Despite external libraries are very important and are considered as external reuse, we 
need to analyse only the main core of each project, and search for reusable items. After 
that, by looking the source code of a reusable component, we could see any external reuse 
from libraries that might also be useful, and use them also.  
8. Finally, in the Percerons Client we add the JAR file and perform static analysis 
(Figure 39) 
 
Figure 39, Percerons Client - perform static analysis 
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 The described procedure, should be followed in order to add correctly an open source 
Android project into the repository. The same process, have been used for each of the 
twenty projects to build the repository for our thesis Movies project.  
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4 Results 
 In this chapter, we will study the results of our case study, through bar-chart diagram 
(Figure 40). This bar-chart, is consisted of time that we need to develop each component. 
To be more precise, in the analysis phase, we have list estimation time for each 
requirement as a more abstract reference. After that, we make some more specific 
estimations, for development time of each components, through our experience as 
Android developers. 
 In order to be exactly right with the time for developments, we need to develop each 
component natively and calculate the time that we need. However, in this case we used 
our experience in android development to satisfy this need, in order to keep this case 
study in the bounds of the topic. Here we should mention that, from our experience in the 
mobile development individually and inside various teams that, the development time of 
an application or a specific component, depends on the teams’ or the developer’s 
experience and ability to manoeuvre between potential problems and different solutions, 
in order to at last achieve the final goal. 
 Thus, in the diagrams, below we can see the estimation time of each component, that 
we have listed during the design phase through the mock-ups, along with the actual time 
that we need to develop each component, with external code reuse (libraries, external 
open source projects through the repository). 
 There are complex and custom components, that need much time to develop them 
from scratch, and in other cases the natively implementation, is straight forward and low 
cost (time). Those, cases are displayed in the diagram, with the blue bars we could see all 
the natively development estimations.  
 On the other hand, we have the time that we need to develop those components with 
external code reuse from our findings (repository search) and/or external libraries in some 
cases, represented with the red bars (Figure 40). To be more precise, regarding the 
findings of the repository, we take into account only the implementation and adoption 
time that we need to make each component functional in our project. The construction 
time of the repository is not relevant at this point, and will be not included in the bar-chart 
diagram for each component, because it is created once, and we need also maintenance 
time in the future. 
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 In addition, we have found some cases (dialog component), where the first result of 
the repository wasn’t efficient for our case, and we fall-back in a previous decision 
(through decision tables), which wasn’t also suitable and finally we found this 
functionality from an external open source library (external reuse). Those time consume, 
for each reuse-decision has added to the corresponding bar (red bar). 
 
Figure 40, Component development time 
 Furthermore, we mention with the grey bar, the native time needed, for cases where 
there are not available results through the repository search, and the corresponding 
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components have developed from scratch. In those cases, the external reuse time is set to 
zero. In order to cover cases, we need to add more larger data-set of open source projects 
and search again, however, this simulation belongs to the maintenance of the repository 
which is out of our case study bounds. 
 In this point we should mention, that the implementation of each component with 
external reuse has modifications in order to satisfy our design requirements and 
restrictions, and the corresponding implementation time increases. The most efficient 
components are the models, and also the adapter and request (retrofit) implementation, 
where we found reusable abstract components easy to adapt and to reuse in several points 
of our case study. 
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5 Conclusion 
 As have been already said and further discussed in the previous chapters, code reuse 
is useful, and reduce the time of development along with the project cost, in our case 
study. Internal reuse, is preferable for companies and team projects that need special 
handling such as specific structure, and security targeting a main domain which not 
usually changes.  
 As we have seen in our case study, through the problems that we have tackled, it 
would be more efficient and time consuming, to apply the repository-procedure with 
Percerons tool, in a case of internal reuse (common structure, architecture, domain, 
patterns usage etc.). Thus, we could make more case studies inside companies, which are 
using internal reuse, and study the results. Furthermore, we could apply also external 
reuse which it is not used only from individual developers but also from companies too, 
through open source projects, along with external libraries. 
 In our Movies project, we have chosen to use both opportunistic (as required), with 
external open source projects and libraries, and planned reuse (produce also reusable 
components), along with MVP pattern, clean architecture, Repository pattern, RXJava2, 
Dependency Injection etc. Having target those patterns and structure, we need to find 
reusable components to satisfy those architecture decisions. We realise that is difficult to 
find so specific reusable components from external open source projects. However, 
Percerons tool help us to search through components, we need a larger data-set in our 
repository to increase the odds find reusable components. 
 Moreover, we should also underline, that this case study and results have been relying 
on opportunistic code reuse (distinct components in the design phase and search for 
reusable artefacts), because there is not a large set of open source projects, and more 
specifically in Android community, depending on standards and ontologies in order to 
describe entities. Thus, in a future case study we could re-evaluate our results depending 
also on standards, however this is out of our case study bounds, due to the lack of those 
features in the Android world. 
 We need to say at this point, that Percerons tool, is designed for analysing Java code, 
however Android projects are also consisted of XML files, that are used for the visual 
design of each application. To be more precise, an Android application could not stand 
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without any XML files, except from some extreme cases were graphics are developed 
and present through code (canvas). Furthermore, we exclude external libraries, and keep 
only the main core of each project, in order to reduce complexity from the produced 
repository. Thus, Percerons tool, will analyse and store, exactly the developed 
components from the core code, and give us the opportunity to search between them. 
Additionally, we could exploit the source code of each result, and see external libraries 
and dependencies (external reuse), and take advantage of the XML files too. 
 In order to reduce the adapting and modification time of reusable components, we 
need to find components from projects with common specifications like clean architecture 
and MVP pattern etc. From this experience, we could say that, the adapting time is less 
in internal reuse, where we have common specifications (structure, architecture, domain, 
design guidelines, patterns etc.). Thus, we should expand our case study in the market 
sector, in cases where companies develop systems with common domains and guidelines, 
and study the effectiveness of opportunistic code reuse, with the help of repository-
procedure (Percerons tool), along with planned code reuse for new projects. 
 On the other hand, small teams and individual developers like us, could easily use 
external reuse through libraries, see tutorials, experiment with GitHub projects as 
playgrounds and read articles (e.g. medium), in order to adapt and use the latest and state-
of-the-art native components that Google and Android community provide. Furthermore, 
in that way developers, would be free to develop and produce code with modern patterns 
and latest trends (e.g. MVP, MVVM, Repository, Dependency Injection etc.), like we did 
in our Project, and remove those features from blocking factors in the decision tables.  
 To be more precise, in the general mobile world, and in our case Android community, 
due to the rapid updates of the main providers like Google, Apple, Microsoft etc. and the 
new components that are providing, developers should be always in touch and awake 
looking for those enchantments. Thus, it is rarely that opportunistic code reuse with the 
repository implementation, will always support the latest futures, and this could mean 
that by reusing components from older projects (e.g. 6 months old), there might be 
changes not only the latest architecture and pattern style, but also in the core of the 
component itself (e.g. Google core libraries, have changes, deprecated methods). 
 In addition, the community in the mobile and also in the Android world, is very active, 
and provides tutorials, GitHub projects etc. for any new component, along with the latest 
trend of architecture development. So, in most of the times a google search (Google 
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developers, StackOverflow [38], Medium [41], vogella [42] etc.), provides an end-to-end 
example for the specific functionality, enhanced with up-to-date results and comments. 
 In conclude, we could say through our results, in our case study, that code reuse is 
very helpful under some circumstances, as have been discussed above. Thus, small, large 
companies and individual developers should take into account all the factors, along with 
the platform they are developing the project, the target group etc. in order to weight the 
benefits and drawbacks, and finally decide to work with opportunistic code reuse with 
the repository-procedure, external or/and internal code reuse, or develop an application 
from scratch. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A – Application Demo 
 
Appendix B - mock-ups 
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Appendix C – Gradle - External open source libraries 
ext { 
    supportLibrary = '27.0.2' 
    constraintLayout = '1.1.0-beta3' 
    architectureComponents = '1.0.0' 
    dagger = '2.12' 
    butterKnife = '8.8.1' 
    glide = '4.2.0' 
    rxjava = '2.1.4' 
    rxAndroid = '2.0.1' 
    viewAnimator = '1.0.5' 
    retrofit = '2.3.0' 
    okHttp3 = '3.9.0' 
    materialDialogs = '0.9.4.7' 
} 
 
dependencies { 
    /** 
     * Support Library 
     **/ 
    implementation "com.android.support:appcompat-v7:$supportLibrary" 
    implementation "com.android.support:support-dynamic-
animation:$supportLibrary" 
    implementation "com.android.support.constraint:constraint-
layout:$constraintLayout" 
    implementation "com.android.support:design:$supportLibrary" 
    implementation "com.android.support:support-v4:$supportLibrary" 
 
    /** 
     * Dagger 
     **/ 
    implementation "com.google.dagger:dagger:$dagger" 
    annotationProcessor "com.google.dagger:dagger-compiler:$dagger" 
    implementation "com.google.dagger:dagger-android:$dagger" 
    implementation "com.google.dagger:dagger-android-support:$dagger" 
    annotationProcessor "com.google.dagger:dagger-android-processor:$dagger" 
 
    /** 
     * Room 
     **/ 
    implementation 
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"android.arch.persistence.room:runtime:$architectureComponents" 
    annotationProcessor 
"android.arch.persistence.room:compiler:$architectureComponents" 
    implementation 
"android.arch.persistence.room:rxjava2:$architectureComponents" 
 
    /** 
     * RXJava2 
     **/ 
    implementation "io.reactivex.rxjava2:rxjava:$rxjava" 
    implementation "io.reactivex.rxjava2:rxandroid:$rxAndroid" 
 
    /** 
     * Butter Knife 
     **/ 
    implementation "com.jakewharton:butterknife:$butterKnife" 
    annotationProcessor "com.jakewharton:butterknife-compiler:$butterKnife" 
 
    /** 
     * Retrofit 
     **/ 
    implementation "com.squareup.retrofit2:retrofit:$retrofit" 
    implementation "com.squareup.retrofit2:converter-gson:$retrofit" 
    implementation "com.squareup.retrofit2:adapter-rxjava2:$retrofit" 
    implementation "com.squareup.okhttp3:logging-interceptor:$okHttp3" 
 
    /** 
     * Glide 
     **/ 
    implementation "com.github.bumptech.glide:glide:$glide" 
    annotationProcessor "com.github.bumptech.glide:compiler:$glide" 
 
    /** 
     * Material dialogs 
     **/ 
    implementation("com.afollestad.material-dialogs:core:$materialDialogs") { 
        exclude group: 'com.android.support', module: 'support-v13' 
    } 
} 
